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Introduction 

NZ airports and airlines are adapting to rapidly 
growing passenger numbers. The main 
airports Auckland, Wellington and 
Christchurch will both invest millions in the 
aviation infrastructure in the coming years.  

This document highlights the most relevant 
development in NZ airports. For more in-
depth information please contact the 
Economic Affairs team via wel-ea@minbuza.nl 

Auckland Airport 

In 2014, Auckland Airport announced its 30-
year vision to build the airport of the future. 
Implementation of that vision is now well 
underway – NZ is investing more than NZ$1 
million every working day in aeronautical 
infrastructure to ensure that it can 
accommodate 40 million passengers and 
260,000 flights by 2040. At the moment, it 
handles 14.5 million passengers and 150.000 
flights every year.  

- A second runway will be built by 2025
- They will extend the length of the second

runway by 2045;
- Aircraft parking spaces will increase from

54 to 94 spaces over the next 30 years;
- There will be new multistoried car-parking

buildings;
- A new terminal plaza with shops, hotels

and businesses is planned;
- The developments are planned in 4

different stages, by 2022, by 2030, by
2044 and after 2044.

Wellington Airport 

Wellington Airport also works with a 30-year 
plan. It will invest 450 million NZD over the 
next 20 years in aviation infrastructure to 
deliver a premier gateway for over 10 million 
passengers. It will make possible for Boeing  

777 to land. The runway will be extended, so 
more direct international flights will be  
possible. This still needs to be approved by 
the NZ Civil Aviation Authority. 
At the moment,  Wellington Airport has 6 
million passengers a year, with 1000 
passengers a day to Asia and beyond.  

Christchurch International Airport 

Christchurch Airport is under constant 
development and growth. They have launched 
Christchurch Airport 2040, which anticipates 
an 85% increase in passenger numbers by 
2040: 11 654 000 passengers, compared to 6 
300 000 in 2019. It forecasts the amount of 
flights to almost double by 2040, to 111.000 
annually, compared 67.000 currently. They 
are developing projects to improve the 
aviation infrastructure, so it will be able to 
handle the growing demand. The plan covers 
the development of airside, landside and the 
terminal.  

- Two runways will be extended;
- An additional taxiway will be constructed;
- Space will be created for additional

aircraft stands;
- A significant terminal expansion by 2030

is expected.

Queenstown Airport 

Just like Christchurch, this airport is under 
constant development and growth. Their 30-

mailto:wel-ea@minbuza.nl
https://corporate.aucklandairport.co.nz/airport-of-the-future/our-vision
https://www.wellingtonairport.co.nz/business/investor-services/2030-masterplan/
https://www.christchurchairport.co.nz/en/about-us/media-centre/media-releases/2017/christchurch-airport-2040-revealed/
https://www.queenstownairport.co.nz/masterplan/home


year Master Plan  forecasts annual passenger 
numbers demand to rise to 7.1 million by 
2045 compared to 1.8 million in 2016. Aircraft 
movement during this period are also 
expected to almost quadruple to 55 000 by 
2045. Plans are underway to expand the 
existing terminal or build another terminal. 
The airport is consulting with the community.  

Dunedin Airport 

In September 2018, Dunedin Airport 
announced a 13.5 million NZD investment to 
handle the increased number of passengers 
expected. The runway was not extended.  

There are around 60 other regional and small 
airports in New Zealand. The main small 
airports are Hawkes Bay, Palmerston North, 
New Plymouth, Tauranga, Hamilton and 
Rotorua.  

Infrastructure New Zealand 

As a remote island state in the South Pacific 
Ocean, New Zealand relies on aviation links to 
overcome distance and to be connected with 
the rest of the world. Domestically, air and 
road are the main options for most inter-
regional travel. High quality infrastructure are 
vital to New Zealand’s economic and social 
well-being. However, New Zealand’s transport 
and urban infrastructure is struggling to keep 
up with population growth and increased 
demand.  

As a result, New Zealand will over the coming 
years need a level of infrastructure 
investment that is unprecedented.  An 
estimated $129 billion is expected to be spent 
on capital projects between 2019 and 2029. 
For these reasons, the Government is 
establishing a new Infrastructure Commission 
- Te Waihanga.

The government also launched the Provincial 
Growth Fund that provides funds for 
investments in regional infrastructure projects 
that will lift productivity and grow jobs.  

Doing Business in New Zealand 

NZ was voted 1st in the world for ease of doing 
business by the World Bank in two years in a 
row. The economy is internationally oriented, 
transparent and is known for its relatively 
simple regulations which make it easy to start 
a company in NZ; starting a business in New 
Zealand takes less than one day.  

Sustainability 

Sustainability and the environment are 
themes that have become increasingly 
important in New Zealand. The current 
government just launched the Zero Carbon 
Bill, that sets the aim for a carbon neutral 
economy by 2050. It is expected to pass 
through parliament by fall 2019.  

Transport makes up around 44% of New 
Zealand’s total energy sector emissions, which 
is after agriculture, the second largest 
contributor to NZ greenhouse gas emissions. 
Aviation accounts for 6.1% of domestic 
transport emissions. International aviation 
makes up 70,3% of New Zealand’s total 
international transport emissions, based on 
2013 levels.  

To achieve the goal of the government to 
become carbon neutral by 2050, innovative 
developments in the aviation sector will be 
necessary.  

Free trade 

New Zealand is a trade dependent economy, 
distant from export markets, and is – just like 
the Netherlands - a firm supporter of free and 
open trade. New Zealand has negotiated ten 
Free Trade Agreements, such as with 
Australia, ASEAN, China, CPTPP. New Zealand 
is currently negotiating a free trade 
agreement with the European Union.  

https://www.queenstownairport.co.nz/masterplan/home
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/2018-02/PGF%20overview_1.pdf
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/2018-02/PGF%20overview_1.pdf
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	Preface 
	In this report current and future business opportunities in the Mexican port development sector are identified. This report is the product of a detailed examination of Mexico’s plans for the development of its ports and maritime sector. The aim of the report is to map business opportunities for Dutch companies that operate in this sector and want to collaborate in Mexico’s sustainable port development programs.  
	It is the objective of the Dutch Embassy to promote a mutually beneficial collaboration between Mexico and The Netherlands in the context of Mexico’s ambitious drive forward in the development of its port and marine sector. Complementary to the available information published by the different governmental institutions, this report includes insights of several stakeholders from the Mexican government and local port authorities. Altogether, the information provided in this report is the product of information
	Firstly, a schematic overview of the institutional port framework will be laid out in order to have a basic understanding of the institutions that have the authority over ports in Mexico and how they are regulated. The agencies in charge of ports will be the primary line of contact for companies who are interested in the development opportunities that will most likely crop up in 2019 and beyond.  
	Thereafter, a short introduction is given on Mexico´s primary ports along with their most recent modernization and expansion projects that they went through during the previous 6-year presidential term of Enrique Peña Nieto. Once Mexico´s main ports are introduced, the report will turn its attention to the ports located in Mexico´s eastern Gulf Coast. As offshore exploration and deep-sea activities in the Gulf of Mexico are on the rise thanks to Mexico’s Energy Reform of 2013, the ports on the Gulf coast ar
	This is followed by a sketch of the infrastructure development plans of the incoming President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO) regarding the port and maritime sectors. Those plans include among other things, harnessing the idea of the Special Economic Zones (SEZs) that were introduced by the previous president, and expanding them to revitalize Mexico´s south- and southeastern region, which has not seen significant investments from the central government in the past 30 years.   
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	For its size, the Mexican economy generates surprisingly little sea cargo, due to trucking being the dominant modality in international trade - mostly to and from the US - and a large domestic manufacturing base that serves the Mexican market. Mexico´s port system still has much potential to grow but modernization and expansion of certain ports is required, as well as the efficiency with which the ports operate need improvement. Both are areas in which Dutch knowledge and investment could contribute. 
	Along its 11,500 KM of coastline, Mexico has 117 functional ports. The main ports located in the western Pacific Coast are Lázaro Cárdenas, Manzanillo, Ensenada and Salina Cruz. At its eastern coast facing the Gulf of Mexico the seaports of Veracruz, Altamira, Coatzacoalcos and Dos Bocas are the largest and currently most important ports. Lázaro Cárdenas and Veracruz have been designated as Mexico´s ´super ports´ due to their size and economic impact in the surrounding area and the rest of the country.  
	The most recent figures show that in the period January – November 2018, Mexico’s national port system handled a total of 291,7 million tons of cargo, a 3.9% increase compared to the same period in 2017 (SCT, 2018). The type of cargo that made the largest contribution to the total amount of cargo transported through Mexico’s ports were the petroleum and petroleum-based products with 118,4 million tons, equivalent to 40.6% of the total share (SCT, 2018). With this data it becomes clear to what extent Mexico’
	After petroleum and derivatives mineral bulk is the second most handled type of cargo in Mexico. 69.8 million tons were handled corresponding to a 23.9% of the total cargo share. This is followed by 49.2 million tons of containerized cargo corresponding to 16.9% of the total. Then comes general cargo that contributed to 8.7% of the total cargo share in Mexico with 25.3 million tons. Other types of cargo such as agricultural bulk amounted in 2018 to 5.6% of the total cargo handled with 16.2 tons and non-petr
	It remains to be seen what concrete plans AMLO has for the port sector but it is certain that he is looking to give Pemex, the national oil company, a boost after it was forced to give up its monopoly of the oil industry and compete with foreign companies. Mexico has large oil reserves but is still a major importer of gasoline from the United States. AMLO wants to break this dependency and aims to do this with the construction of new refinery at Dos Bocas. This and other projects are discussed later in chap
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	The Mexican government promotes the development of its strategic ports to enhance the country’s exceptional geographical location, and thereby boost exports, international trade, as well as the economy of its internal market. The Mexican government grants concessions of Mexico’s most prominent ports to private companies through a duly constituted entity known as Integral Port Administration (Administracion Portuaria Integral - ¨API¨), which is entrusted with the planning, programming, development, utilizati
	The organizational structure looks as follows: 
	 
	Artifact
	Source: SCT, 2018 
	The APIs were created in the National Development Plan (1989-1994) to assume responsibility over the administration of port premises. There are federal, state owned and private APIs. The mission of the APIs is to stimulate industrial investment, consolidate services and generate business opportunities. It is through the APIs that foreign investors and companies usually coordinate their port development projects.   
	Major port development projects, called masterplans, must go through the API. This entity is granted concessions by the Ministry of Communications and Transport (Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes - ¨SCT¨)  to manage the port and implement those masterplans. It is the SCT who approves the masterplans and those projects generally have a duration of 5 years.   
	The SCT is in charge of the Mexican Port System through the General Coordination of Ports and Mercantile Fleet (Coordinación General Portuaria y Marina Mercante - ¨CGPyMM¨). The CGPyMM is the entity responsible for national port policy and tasked with promoting the role of Mexican ports in the global trade arena.  
	The SCT also grants concessions to stand-alone terminals (outside an API). The most common stand-alone terminal is from Pemex, the state-run oil company that is once again becoming the most important decision maker in the national energy sector thanks to AMLO´s socially oriented administration.  
	 
	Artifact
	           Source: SCT, 2018 
	The CGPyMM coordinates 16 APIs, which are state-owned companies with concessions in 16 strategic federal ports. Those ports have their own API as they are considered to be of national importance. Other minor ports come under the jurisdiction of an API that covers the entire state.   
	Terminals, facilities and services in the nationally strategic important ports are operated by private firms by means of Partial Assignment of Rights contracts underpinned by the Law on Ports and Mercantile Law and are allocated via public tenders. 
	Furthermore, in 2017 the Mexican government established the Trust Fund for the Reinforcement of Port Infrastructure (Fondo para el Fortalecimiento a la Infraestructura Portuaria - ¨FIPORT¨) from profits generated by APIs, under the auspices of the CGPyMM.  
	The most recent change that underpins the development of Mexico´s national ports is the appointment by AMLO’s administration of Javier Jiménez Espriú as the new Minister of the SCT. The new SCT minister also started assembling his own team and appointed important figures relevant for Mexico’s ports namely, Ing. Héctor López Gutiérrez, now head of the CGPyMM. Also, another important member of Espriú´s team is Lic. Claudia Cynthia Sanchez Porras who is the National Director for Ports taking on a wider range o
	By February 2019 the presentation of the SCT’s maritime and port team was completed after assigning all the APIs. The directors of the 16 APIs are the following: 
	API Lazaro Cardenas: Ing. 
	Raul Antonio Correa Arenas 

	API Manzanillo: Cap. Hector Mora Gomez 
	API Altamira: Miguel Ángel Yáñez Monroy  API Coatzacoalcos: Lic. Luis Antonio Luna Rosales   API Topolobampo: Lic. API Coatzacoalcos: Lic. Luis Antonio Luna Rosales   API Topolobampo: Lic. API Coatzacoalcos: Lic. Luis Antonio Luna Rosales   API Topolobampo: Lic. 
	Ing. Ricardo Correa Chairez  API Veracruz: Ing. 
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	The following section will provide an introduction to Mexico’s main ports and an overview of the numerous investments that were made during the last presidential term to develop the nation’s ports. 
	 
	Artifact
	     
	     Source: gob.mex/puertosymarina, 23/07/2016 

	As part of a series of major reforms and initiatives, the administration of Enrique Peña Nieto invested € 4,3 billion in the Mexican port sector during its six year term that ended in December 2018. In May 2014 the Mexican government released a multi-year National Infrastructure Plan (PNI) that outlined the major programs and projects of the presidential term. The PNI included plans for the development of the port sector resulting in numerous port development projects, some of which are discussed in further
	Eighty percent of the funds for the development projects in the port and maritime sector came from private funding, which allowed the operational capacity of the ports to increase from 260 million tons of installed capacity in 2012 to 530 million tons by the end of 2018 (gob.mx, 2018). The ultimate goal was to duplicate the installed capacity of the ports in Mexico and this goal was successfully reached. All in all, the results of the PNI have been largely successful. In 2012, Mexico was placed 75th in the 
	Besides the major projects that will be discussed below, several smaller investments were made in other minor ports as well. 
	Until 2018 € 424 million were devoted to the ports of Topolobampo, Tampico, Laguna de Pajaritos, Matamoros, Guaymas, Ciudad del Carmen, Seyba playa and Puerto Vallarta. 

	 
	3.1 Ports in Mexico’s Pacific Coast 
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	3.1.1. Lázaro Cárdenas  
	The port of Lázaro Cárdenas is a key Mexican seaport, located in the state of Michoacán it is one of the largest deep-water seaports in the Pacific Ocean basin. The port was primarily established as an industrial port, equipped to handle dry bulk and liquid cargo, but has been steadily growing and adapted to handle containers and other material as well. Today, the port holds adequate infrastructure to receive the largest vessels (up to 165 thousand tons) and all types of cargo. It has 5 public terminals and
	This port is one of Mexico’s main gates for the exchange of goods and merchandise with Asia and North America, and holds the 2nd place in vessel´s operational productivity among all the ports in the American continent. Besides having good connections to the main distribution centers in all of Mexico, the port has direct access by railroad to the distribution centers in the United States. The railroad is privately-owned with 15 intermodal terminals operated by Kansas City Southern de Mexico. Also, the Salama
	The port´s main imports include iron ore pelletizing systems (Michoacán is Mexico´s biggest producer of iron ore), coal, iron alloy and gasoline/diesel. Its main exports are iron ore, automobiles, wire rod, and aluminum billets. 
	Some of the companies present in this port are APM Terminals (Dutch), SAAM SMIT (Dutch), Arcelor Mittal, Maersk Line, Mexshipping, Pemex, Fertinal, and AEROMAR among others.  
	 
	Artifact
	The port’s most recent development 
	With a projected timeline of 2013-2019, the masterplan of the pacific seaport of Lázaro Cárdenas is nearly finalized. This project consists of an extension of the port through the development of four new terminals that is estimated to cost a total amount of € 471 million (approx. 920 billion MXP). A new container terminal, a general cargo terminal, a specialized vehicle terminal and a grain terminal are being added, which are expected to have an immediate impact on Mexico’s local and international trade gro
	With the new container terminal, the port is expected to become a major container facility due to congestion at the U.S. ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. In preparation for the port´s increased capacity, the rail- and highway infrastructure running north-south through the center of Mexico has been upgraded in recent years. APM Terminals Lázaro Cárdenas  offers the fastest on-dock intermodal rail access with highly secured daily unit trains to Mexico City, which can save up to 5 days compared to other po
	 
	3.1.2. Port of Manzanillo  
	The port of Manzanillo is located in the state of Colima approximately 350 KM north of the port of Lázaro Cárdenas. Together with the ports of Lázaro Cárdenas and Veracruz, the port of Manzanillo completes the top three of largest Mexican ports. Many experts consider the port of Manzanillo as Mexico’s finest and most important port. Not only does its sheer size make the port a valuable contributor to the country’s overall economy, Manzanillo boasts with the latest technology and port infrastructure. Accordi
	While industrial goods are the main focus of the port of Lázaro Cárdenas, the port of Manzanillo is considered the main entrance of container shipping in Mexico’s west coast. The main imports handled by the port are consumer goods such as clothing, household appliances, food, fertilizers, steel products, paper and spare parts, but agricultural products such as wheat, sorghum, oats, livestock, and various sorts of minerals also constitute an important part of the port´s throughput. The principal exports goin
	í

	The port´s most recent development 
	Together with the Inter-American Development Bank, the Mexican Federal Commission of Electricity (CFE), and the local port authority, the Mexican government planned a € 350 million modernization project for the port of Manzanillo between 2013 and 2015. The modernization project consisted of the design, construction, operation and maintenance of a new container and logistics facility along with the development of a new general cargo terminal. The first phase of the project involved the construction of a two-
	Separated from the port enclosure of Manzanillo but still under the jurisdiction of the API of Manzanillo lies the Laguna de Cuyutlán. It is a lagoon, a type of closed bay with one entrance, where a thermoelectric plant and an LNG station are located. The lagoon counts with the minimum level of infrastructure required for it to be called a port and in 2017 the API Manzanillo performed several feasibility studies for an extension. The port of Cuyutlán´s main business is being the entrance point of LNG. This 
	3.1.3. Port of Ensenada 
	The Port of Ensenada is located in the far north-western corner of Mexico in the state of Baja California. It is a medium sized natural seaport and the main port-of-call for major cruise lines and pleasure boats in Mexico. Although the tourism industry is the port´s main activity, the port authority administers two cargo terminals as well. The port’s main exports are cotton, limestone, crushed rock, bagged stones and sand, and are directly shipped to ports in Hong Kong, Korea, Japan, Malaysia and other Asia
	The port´s most recent developments: 
	In 2017, the port handled 230,185 TEUs of cargo and it is expected that the 300 thousand milestone will be surpassed soon. During the last administration, investments in the Port of Ensenada amounted to approx. € 100 million euros ($ 2 billion MXP), which have benefited the containerized cargo shipping through the port with a 100% increase in throughput, as well as a 50% increase of cruise ship dockings and 85% general cargo increase according to the General Director of the Ensenada Port Authority, Hector B
	 3.1.4. Port of Salina Cruz  
	Salina Cruz is located in the south of the country in the state of Oaxaca near the mouth of the river Tehuantepec. The Gulf of Tehuantepec where the port is located has no natural harbor but with the construction of two breakwaters it was possible to build one. This location was chosen as the Pacific Terminal of the Tehuantepec National Railway that runs along the Tehuantepec Isthmus corridor to the port of Coatzacoalcos in the Gulf Coast. Several proposals have been made for modernizing the inter-oceanic r
	From the point of view of commercial cargo throughput, Salina Cruz is just a regional port. However, due to the large quantity of fuels that is supplied through this port and its redistribution to the rest of the country, Salina Cruz may be counted as a port of national importance. In 2018 (excluding December), the port handled 7.3 million liters of petroleum and derivatives, averaging 750 thousand liters every month (API Salina Cruz, 2018). Apart from the API of Salina Cruz, Pemex also operates its own ter
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Pacific Coast Total Cargo Throughput Data January - November 2018  (All numbers in tons of cargo; M = million, K = thousand) 
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	Source: SCT, 2018 
	 
	3.2 Ports in the Gulf of Mexico 
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	Opportunities for port development and the maritime sectors are plentiful in Mexico’s eastern coast given the developments in the offshore and deep-sea exploration industries in the Gulf of Mexico. As a consequence of the growth in the energy sector, demand for port development projects are also on the rise because many of these ports are going to function as service points for the activities of the energy industry and need facilities with proper infrastructure to accommodate for the demands.  
	So far, 3 of the 5 new ports that were commissioned in Peña Nieto´s PNI for the Gulf of Mexico have been completed. The ports of Matamoros, Tuxpan and Seyba playa are finished and construction is nearly finished in the port of Ciudad del Carmen and the ‘New’ Port of Veracruz. 
	3.2.1. Ports of Altamira, Tampico & Matamoros 
	The port of Altamira, facing the Gulf of Mexico located in Mexico’s northern state of Tamaulipas, was conceived as part of a strategy to create new national hubs for economic development in the 1980s. The Mexican government chose regions of the country where industrial activity could be launched in an environment that combined all the elements that would make productive and logistic chains more competitive. Mexico’s federal government recognized that the Port of Tampico needed to be expanded, but there was 
	At this moment, Altamira conducts 5 lines of business. It handles container cargo, mineral bulk, agricultural bulk, petrochemicals and general cargo. Altogether the different plants at Altamira create a strong logistics platform that offers numerous competitive advantages and benefits to both established companies and investors. This port is Mexico’s most important commercial center in the Gulf coast for the petrochemical industry (the only port in the Gulf Coast that has LNG-specific infrastructure) and se
	In total, the port has 12 terminals and 17 berths in operation, but has the potential to add another 80 berths. It is the 4th port nationwide in terms of total throughput, and with still over three thousand hectares open for development Altamira is on top of the list in terms of growth potential and opportunities. The API of Altamira is already in possession of 50 hectares of land near the port designated for development. Overall, the total throughput of the port of Altamira has increased 38% since 2012. Th
	 
	The port of Matamoros, located in the most north-eastern corner of Mexico close to the US border, faces certain challenges that push investors into Altamira´s arms. The port was commissioned for renovation and expansion during the previous administration but did not succeeded in attracting sufficient funds and investors. One problem is the port´s proximity to the Mexico-US border and the port of Brownsville, which lies practically on the other side of the border in the state of Texas. The port of Brownsvill
	The port’s most recent development 
	During the previous presidential term, the port of Altamira underwent modernization for € 179 million ($ 3.86 billion MXN) of which a major portion was used for the extension of its channels by dredging. In November 2018, the port handled 21.8 million tons of cargo that amounts to a 9% increase compared to the year before (API Altamira, 2018). According to the general director of the API of Altamira, Jose Carlos Rodriguez Montemayor, the port is growing thanks to infrastructure investments that have arrived
	In terms expansion, the port is most of all in great need of covered storage facilities for general cargo, containerized cargo facilities, and petrochemical storage facilities. At this moment the port is only able to cover 30% of its needs. The port authority is also eyeing the construction of an intermodal dry dock that is going to require stowage machines and operators. Consequently, the port is looking for companies that can install and manage those new facilities.  
	 
	3.2.2. Port of Veracruz 
	Artifact
	Source: Mexico’s Port Infrastructure, January 2015 
	The port of Veracruz is the oldest port of Mexico and the largest trading port in the Gulf of Mexico. This port is often seen as the gateway for Mexico's automobile industry due to its two handling facilities specifically dedicated to automobiles. The automobile industry is concentrated in the center of the country in the states surrounding Mexico City.  
	The port of Veracruz completed an infrastructure restructuring process in 2012 with the restoration, strengthening and restructuring of existing piers, the construction of a new dock for agricultural bulks, and the expansion and reform of some of its quays. It has also dredged the harbor and navigation channel, reinforced the internal levees and constructed a 13,5 km urban bypass during this process. 
	The port currently operates 18 berths and has more than 600.000 m2 of storage available. The main facilities of the port include a dedicated container terminal, agricultural-bulk terminals, a bulk ore terminal, multipurpose facilities and two dedicated vehicle handling facilities. The port is therefore equipped to handle containers, agricultural-bulks, mineral bulks, general cargo, liquid bulks and automobiles. Automobiles however remain the most important line of business, with over 700,000 vehicles per ye
	 
	Overall, the port receives more than 2500 ships annually operated by the world’s major shipping lines, linking Veracruz with major ports in Europe, the United States, Latin America and Asia (via the Panama Canal). The port is designated as one of two Mexican “super ports” because of its leading position in the handling of automobiles, as well as its important contribution in the agricultural-bulks and container shipping areas. Without a doubt the port of Veracruz is one the country’s most important ports ha
	 
	The major companies operating in the port of Veracruz are CICE, CPV, SSA, Hutchinson Ports (ICAVE), SEPSA, Vopak (Dutch), Cargill, Excellence, TMV, T.C.E., Apasco, SIP and Pemex.  
	 
	 
	The port’s most recent development 
	 
	The largest and most remarkable port development project of the previous administration’s PNI is the expansion of the port of Veracruz. The project consists of the development of a ¨Northern Zone¨, comparable in size with the Maasvlakte 2 of the Port of Rotterdam. The Port Authority of Veracruz wants to relieve the port from its saturation by doubling its surface area and tripling the available capacity. In reality an entire new port is being built next to the existing one. The port authority’s vision is to
	Artifact
	Artifact
	       Source: proyectosmexico.gob.mx, 2016 
	3.2.3. Port of Tuxpan  
	Where some other Mexican ports have difficulties attaining last-generation ships, the port of Tuxpan, located in the north of Veracruz state, controls 18 docking stations where last-generation ships can moor without difficulties. The port facility occupies an area of 6,407 hectares, with spaces available for the development of new port projects. Over the past 15 years, the port has maintained a sustained growth rate in total cargo movement. The goal for installed capacity of the port in 2018 was 24.75 milli
	The port receives and distributes over 40% of Mexico´s gasoline imports. Historically it has been the main supplier for industries in the states of Queretaro, Hidalgo, Tlaxcala, Puebla, Morelos, Estado de Mexico and Mexico City. It also supports foreign trade with an installed capacity that enables the movement of general cargo, containerized cargo, vehicles, fluids, as well as mineral and agricultural bulk. The port has the potential to competitively attend the needs of the large automotive and aerospace i
	Tuxpan has consolidated experience in handling petroleum products, fluids, general cargo, containerized cargo, agricultural and mineral bulk, and supporting the offshore activities of the energy industry. The port´s specialized integral services include cargo inspection, underwater inspection, maneuvers, tendering and provisioning among others.  
	Some of the companies operating in Tuxpan are: Tuxpan Port Terminal, Transunisa, Pemex Logistica, FR Terminales, Smart Pass, Termigas, Tomza, CICSA, Marina Foy and Grupo HB among others.  
	The port´s most recent development 
	The port of Tuxpan is the closest port to Mexico´s principal production and consumer centers. The port participates in the Central Economic Interoceanic Corridor, maintaining land connections with the ports of Manzanillo and Lázaro Cárdenas, which are situated on the Mexican Pacific Coast. The modern Mexico City – Tuxpan highway is the virtuous circuit of connectivity between the Gulf and central Mexico, which sustains Tuxpan´s intermodal competitiveness.  
	It has been the development of the modern highway infrastructure that has put the port of Tuxpan at the vanguard of intermodal services in Mexico. The modern highway turned the Port of Tuxpan into the port that is closest to Mexico City. It was built with the highest standards and was outfitted with intelligent highway systems to make it much safer. The new bypass road provides direct access to the port, decreases the risk of traffic accidents as well as travel time.  
	The port of Tuxpan is a pioneer in Mexico regarding the way public-private financing should be carried out for port infrastructure, whereby it was able to dredge its main navigation channel and its turn basin to a depth of 15 meters. Also, one of Mexico´s newest port terminals is operating in Tuxpan, specialized in handling containers, general cargo and cars, with a capacity to mobilize 700 thousand TEUs and 100 thousand vehicles.  
	3.2.4. Port of Coatzacoalcos 
	The port of Coatzacoalcos, located in the of south of the state of Veracruz, is the port hub that helped forge the emergence of the petrochemical industry in Mexico. It provides logistical support to over 95% of the production of petrochemicals in Mexico, which are processed in the dynamic industrial cluster adjacent to the port. Pemex has a refinery here next to four other petrochemical plants, as well as several private industries pertaining to this sector, both foreign and domestic, that have substantial
	The port also has a train ferry, the only one in Mexico, with a regular intermodal door-to-door service without transfers, and a direct connection to railways in Mexico, United States and Canada. The train complements the port services with infrastructure tailored for deep-sea commerce and cabotage, mobilizing materials for nearby industries, as well as goods for local consumption and a variety of products from the region, exchanging merchandise with over 30 ports worldwide.  
	The port has consolidated experience in petroleum and derivatives, chemical products, fluids, agricultural and mineral bulk, general cargo, unitized cargo (containers and trains), and oversized and heavy cargo for the petroleum industry. The port´s specialized integral services include warehousing, ship-yard-ship transfer, loading and unloading maneuvers, pilotage, mooring and others.  
	Some of the companies operating in Coatzacoalcos are: Pemex, Cemex, Vopak (Dutch), Terminales Transgolfo, Grupo Celanese, Pro Agroindustria, Ed&F Man, Oxiteno, Grupo Trimex and Oleosur amog others.  
	The port´s most recent development 
	On April 27th 2017, the Coatzacoalcos underwater tunnel was officially opened after a 13 year construction process. The tunnel goes under the Coatzacoalcos River, connecting the cities of Coatzacoalcos and the petrochemical industry park of Villa Allende, reducing travel times from 30 minutes to just 3 minutes. The tunnel was built with the immersed tube method in order to reduce impact on urban areas. Although the project was marred by delays and overextension of the budget, the city of Coatzacoalcos now o
	 
	3.2.5. Port of Dos Bocas  
	The port of Dos Bocas is located the state of Tabasco, AMLO´s native state. The port was constructed out of Pemex´s necessity to have a shipping and exporting center near the oil field in the Gulf coast called ¨Sonda de Campeche¨, as well as from the inland oil fields in the region. Starting in 2005, the port began to diversify with the construction of a multipurpose terminal, looking for commercial activity and the development of new product lines and the creation of an industrial park. Today the port has 
	The port of Dos Bocas offers a competitive advantage for the specialized activities of the petroleum industry due to its proximity to the oil and gas deposits off its coast. Dos Bocas is the principal logistics center for the industrial and commercial sectors of the region. On average, the port of Dos Bocas receives 6 thousand ships a year with approximately 8 million tons of cargo. The high level infrastructure and port facilities are supplemented by nearly 60 companies that offer different specialized por
	There is an industrial park of 70 hectares located inside the port compound, which is ideal for the development of the activities needed in the petroleum industry operating in the Gulf of Mexico. Possible areas of investment in this port are located in: 
	1. Management of agricultural and mineral bulk 
	1. Management of agricultural and mineral bulk 
	1. Management of agricultural and mineral bulk 

	2. Integral platform for maintenance and repair service  
	2. Integral platform for maintenance and repair service  

	3. Maintenance and repair of boats 
	3. Maintenance and repair of boats 

	4. Management and storage of fluids 
	4. Management and storage of fluids 

	5. Dry and refrigerated containerized cargo 
	5. Dry and refrigerated containerized cargo 

	6. Logistics services 
	6. Logistics services 

	7. Specialized services to the oil industry  
	7. Specialized services to the oil industry  

	8. Manufacturing and processing plants 
	8. Manufacturing and processing plants 

	9. Development of regular cabotage and transoceanic shipping routes  
	9. Development of regular cabotage and transoceanic shipping routes  


	The port’s most recent development 
	In 2018, the port of Dos Bocas requested an extension of the area it was initially awarded as a result of the bidding rounds of the energy reform performed in 2015, 2016, 2017 and the first semester of 2018. Many shallow water blocks were assigned in the Gulf of Mexico, some of which are located off the coast of the state of Tabasco within the area of influence of the port of Dos Bocas. Additionally, one of AMLO’s plans is the construction of a new refinery around the harbor enclosure of Dos Bocas. 
	3.2.6. Port Frontera 
	The port of Frontera is also located in AMLO´s home state Tabasco, 90km of the state´s capital Villahermosa near the mouth of the river Grijalva. Frontera is a small sized port focused mainly on cabotage routes because it counts with very little dredging and is therefore unable to accommodate larger vessels. The port has limited infrastructure; there is one quay used mostly for the petrochemical industry, one quay designated for the fishing industry and one private quay. Previous feasibility reports made in
	It is highly likely that many changes will come in 2019. The Singaporean companies Jurong International and Keppel for example have both recently participated in infrastructure projects for the modernization of Progreso´s facilities and the construction of a new shipyard respectively. So far several small investments have been made, but it is likely that more investments will follow. If they take place, they will most likely be focused on infrastructure connected to the activities of the energy sector.   
	Due to the increased activities as a result of the energy reform at the new exploration zones located off the shores of Tabasco, the port of Frontera now finds itself positioned in a strategically important location. Although Frontera does not have an exclusive API designated to it like Dos Bocas – the API Tabasco is in charge of Frontera - the port is now a potential focus point of the new government. Next to AMLO’s increased interest for this port, it has also attracted the attention of the energy sector 
	The strategic location is one important factor, the other factor is the simple fact that the port is located in AMLO´s home state Tabasco. It is expected that AMLO will allocate more funds to Tabasco and other states in the south of Mexico so it is just a matter of time until it becomes clear if the port of Frontera will have the means to create those opportunities. 
	3.2.7. Port Progreso  
	Puerto Progreso is located in the state of Yucatan and it is the state’s principal port. It is an all-round medium-sized port with its activities more or less equally balanced between the commercial, industrial and tourism businesses. Both the commercial and tourism activities of the port are steadily growing and the port is in urgent need of expansion because its only public terminal is quickly becoming saturated. The port needs more public quays to be able to continue handling sugar coming from Chiapas, s
	According to Raul Torre Gamboa, the General Director of the API of Progreso, the port counts with all the necessary measures such as technical analyses, environmental permits and a construction plan to initiate the 60 ha extension project of the port’s quays. It is still unclear whether the required € 74 million euros ($ 1.6 billion MXN) will be allocated to the project; that decision is at the hands of the new government of President Lopez Obrador. Since AMLO’s focus is to develop the south of the country 
	The port’s most recent development 
	Although the extension project initially did not go through, a $ 700 million MXN investment for the creation of a new runway (viaducto alterno) did take place in 2016. The previous runway was already 70 years old and had its limitations as to oversized cargo and traffic capacity. The new runway, which is technically a bridge that connects the mainland with the quays that are a few hundred meters of the coast, has made the port of Progreso more competitive and a 5% increase in throughput was registered in 20
	During the period 2013-2018 the port experienced at 68% increase in total cargo throughput. This increase is comprised of a 360% increase in general cargo, 81% in containerized cargo, 52% more agricultural-bulk, 100% more hydrocarbon fuels, and 79% more cruise ships (API Tabasco, 2018).  
	 
	Gulf Coast Total Cargo Throughput Data January – November 2018  (All numbers in tons of cargo; M = million, K = thousand) 
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	2018 
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	General Cargo 
	General Cargo 

	Containerized Cargo 
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	Agricultural Bulk 
	Agricultural Bulk 

	Mineral Bulk 
	Mineral Bulk 

	Petroleum & Derivatives 
	Petroleum & Derivatives 

	Other Fluids 
	Other Fluids 

	Total Cargo 
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	Altamira 
	Altamira 
	Altamira 

	3.7 M 
	3.7 M 

	6.57 M 
	6.57 M 

	605.7 K 
	605.7 K 

	5.8 M 
	5.8 M 

	- 
	- 

	5 M 
	5 M 

	21.8 M 
	21.8 M 
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	1.4 M 
	1.4 M 

	34 K 
	34 K 

	84 K 
	84 K 

	1.2 M 
	1.2 M 

	4.7 M 
	4.7 M 

	8 K 
	8 K 

	7.5 M 
	7.5 M 


	Tuxpan 
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	331 K 
	331 K 

	93 K 
	93 K 

	1.5 M 
	1.5 M 

	659 K 
	659 K 

	9.4 M 
	9.4 M 

	1.3 M 
	1.3 M 

	13.3 M 
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	Veracruz 
	Veracruz 
	Veracruz 

	3.1 M 
	3.1 M 

	10.8 M 
	10.8 M 

	6.5 M 
	6.5 M 

	3.37 M 
	3.37 M 

	1.7 M 
	1.7 M 

	1 M 
	1 M 

	26.5 M 
	26.5 M 
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	340 K 
	340 K 

	145.7 K 
	145.7 K 

	1.67 M 
	1.67 M 

	1.2 M 
	1.2 M 

	21.3 M 
	21.3 M 

	1.6 M 
	1.6 M 

	26.4 M 
	26.4 M 
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	n/a 
	n/a 

	n/a 
	n/a 

	n/a 
	n/a 

	n/a 
	n/a 

	n/a 
	n/a 

	n/a 
	n/a 
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	Dos Bocas 
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	2 M 
	2 M 

	-  
	-  

	5 K 
	5 K 

	4.7 K 
	4.7 K 

	28.9 M 
	28.9 M 

	40 K 
	40 K 

	31.1 M 
	31.1 M 


	Progreso 
	Progreso 
	Progreso 

	172 K 
	172 K 

	776 K 
	776 K 

	2 M 
	2 M 

	110 K 
	110 K 

	2.8 M 
	2.8 M 

	19 K 
	19 K 

	6 M 
	6 M 



	Source: SCT, 2018 
	 
	4. Plans of the AMLO administration 
	4. Plans of the AMLO administration 
	4. Plans of the AMLO administration 


	On December 1st, 2018 Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador was inaugurated as Mexico’s new president. AMLO is a left-leaning politician that wants, among other things, to boost the economy of the underdeveloped south of the country for the benefit of all Mexicans, especially for the lower-income groups. It was one of his most important campaign promises, which he reaffirmed during his inauguration speech. AMLO is committed to take the current 2% investment for the south of the country to a level close to 5% so that,
	Furthermore, it is expected that investments will flow toward the ports of Salina Cruz (Oaxaca) and Coatzacoalcos (Veracruz) to revive the Tehuantepec Isthmus corridor. The three ports mentioned, Dos Bocas, Coatzacoalcos and Salina Cruz, have been designated by the new government to be of strategic importance for the development of the southern- and south-eastern regions of Mexico. Together with the ports of Lázaro Cárdenas, Progreso, Seyba Playa and Puerto de Chiapas, these ports were designated as Special
	AMLO´s plan to revive the Coatzacoalcos – Salina Cruz Corridor across the Tehuantepec Isthmus is one of the four major infrastructure plans the new administration has for the upcoming years. This project aims to link the Pacific Coast with the Gulf Coast via rail and road in order to shrink shipping times that normally go through the Panama Canal. This is a large infrastructure project that aims to connect two ports that are on opposite coastlines. Naturally this is going to help the ports increase their th
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	4.1 Tehuantepec Isthmus Corridor  
	The modernization of the Tehuantepec Isthmus corridor, which must include investments in the ports of Coatzacoalcos and Salina Cruz, is one infrastructure megaproject that the new president wants to pursue. The Southern Economic Interoceanic Corridor, as it is officially called, aims to connect two ports on opposite coastlines. To the north is the port of Coatzacoalcos facing the Mexican Gulf coast in the state of Veracruz, and to the south is the port of Salina Cruz that faces the Pacific coast in the stat
	Artifact
	Source: transporte.mx, 2016 
	The corridor is what technicians call a dry canal, a corridor with rail infrastructure for freight trains and a road with a highway in certain sections. The layout presents few engineering difficulties; the terrain is virtually flat and lies between two mountain ranges. The distance between these two ports is 304 km by rail or 314 km by road, which is the shortest stretch of land connecting both oceans anywhere in the North American region. This corridor has strategic potential for international trade betwe
	The ports sitting on opposite ends of the corridor have certain infrastructure to exchange merchandise by rail, but urgently need renovation and expansion. The terminal at Salina Cruz in particular needs restructuring, the terminals are outdated and current capacity is below par. Moreover, the ports are interconnected through a network of pipelines, designed to transfer hydrocarbons and petroleum products. Coatzacoalcos is predominantly a supplier of petroleum and derivatives while Salina Cruz functions as 
	The national oil company, Pemex, installed a pipeline network to connect the two coasts by land. 

	The commercial advantages of the corridor, not just for Mexico but for international trade as well, are immense. For example,  
	Chinese products destined for the southern US would take one week less to arrive when compared to the length of the voyage when going through the Panama Canal. Oil cargo shipments leaving Houston, which normally take 16 days to reach the Pacific when going through Panama, would now take only 7 days to reach the waters of the Pacific Ocean. With modern ports at both ends, Mexico's trans-isthmus corridor not only should provide a tremendous logistical advantage to those maritime routes that involve the Panama

	Advantageous for AMLO is that both the port of Coatzacoalcos and Salina Cruz already have the SEZ status. A more favorable business and investment climate compared to the rest of Mexico is what characterizes the ports at this moment. The first step needed to realize AMLO´s national development plan is thus already in place. plan is thus already in place. plan is thus already in place. plan is thus already in place. 
	4.2 Refinery at Dos Bocas 
	The construction of a refinery at the port of Dos Bocas is another campaign promise of AMLO. Ever since the start of his presidential campaign AMLO called for the construction of a new refinery in his home state Tabasco with the ultimate goal of transforming Mexico into a self-sufficient country in its energy needs. The idea to emphasize energy security and make Mexico less dependent on imports from the U.S. is a sound one, but questions have been raised about the true impact of the refinery on Mexico’s ene
	With regard to the port of Dos Bocas, because it is a strategic zone for the revitalization of the energy sector in Mexico, the port was designated as a SEZ during EPN’s administration. This is supposed to help bring investments, which the port needs. It is estimated that the new refinery will produce 300 to 400 thousand barrels a day and contribute to the local economy of Tabasco, especially in the municipalities of Centla, Paraíso, Cunduacan, Comalcalco and Cardenas according to Tabasco’s governor Adan Au
	Due to the increased interest in Dos Bocas as a result of its designation as a SEZ and the initial face of the construction of the refinery that has already, a large wave of activity has surged in and around the port’s premises as well as in the neighboring municipality. The official bidding rounds for the construction have not been announced yet, but the flattening of the terrain where the refinery is going to be began on December 9th 2018. As it is one of AMLO’s aims to boost the state oil company Pemex, 
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